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'Prestige Was Lost' When Tech Was Suspended by Association
Dr. M. L. Brittain Tells Students

GEORGIA TECH—1917

Explanation Is Made At Student Gathering

Speaking to a mass meeting of the student body last Monday morning at 11:30 Dr. M. L. Brittain said that we are being suspended "will not hurt us as bitterly as we believe." He explained how our engineering school would not be as severally affected as the liberal arts schools because we get our most important rating from various engineering accrediting organizations.

Georgia Tech was first accredited by the Southern Association College and University Schools in 1925. The suspension recently ordered by the Association for "political interference" will not go into effect until September 1, 1942. Under the accreditation process the Tech and the other disaccredited Georgia schools will be able to apply for reinstatement to the accredited list.

Dr. Brittain said to the students that "We are faced with a new situation," and help the faculty and people of Georgia work to "turn childish mob action, but work through our leaders and show that we are organized.

Registrar's Office Shows 57 Aliens Enrolled Here

No Students with Japanese Home Addresses Registered

There are fifty-seven foreign students, representing fifteen countries in four continents, registered at Georgia Tech this year, according to figures received from the office of the registrar. This is a drop of seventy-six students, or eleven percent from last year's enrollment of sixty-four foreign students.

 Cuba is first on the list with a contribution of fifty-four per cent of the total foreign enrollment. Next are our good neighbors, the United States, which accounts for forty-five percent of the representation of fifteen students. Of these, five are from Puerto Rico, two from Brazil, two from Chile, one from Colombia, and one from Peru, Canada contributes ten students, seventeen percent of the total.

W. Europe is represented by one student from the Netherlands, and Asia Minor by one from Turkey. There are no students with Japanese home addresses registered.

Civilian Pilot Training Program Will Begin Again In February

Valuable defense training is offered by the Civilian Pilot Training program beginning in February, applications for which are already being placed on file.

The courses offered are Primary, Secondary, Cross Country and Instrument. The fact that 40 per cent of the boys who have taken the courses have been employed in the employ of engineering forces proves their practical value in addition to the technical training.

The program offers a chance for the student to take part in defense and at the same time continue his education. The primary course leads to a private pilot certificate and then on to flight training at an advanced stage with a certificate with an instructor's rating. Opportunities for men with this training are almost unlimited in either commercial or government services.

Because of the war, men entering these courses will be expected to continue them—and become flight instructors, or enter the air corps service. This training is especially valuable to men desiring to enter flight schools of army or navy.

The C. P. T. is proud of its safety.

Students Dismissed On December 20 for Christmas Holidays

The Christmas holidays this year will begin at noon, December 20, and will extend to 8 a.m., January 5, 1942. One Officer will be given for each class before the holidays to leaving school early, or for returning to school late.

Mr. Taylor, Dean Skiles' secretary, wishes to announce that all students who are in doubt as to the number of offenses they already have, should see her and find out.

Students from Cuba will be allowed to leave Thursday as soon as their classes are over so that they may have a full two weeks.

Uncle Heinie' Cites Tech's Activity In Last War; Recalls That School Was Closed

By SEYMOUR RASKIN

"The part Tech shall play in the first World War was very great and no doubt it will be the same here later in this war."

"Uncle Heinie" has the story.

A 75 mm. cannon was built here during the first World War and was used in real of ones to train American Artillerymen. This 75 mm. cannon constructed in Tech's woodshop was a working model built exactly to scale, and was used to train over 1800 draft-dodgers.

"The excitement here during 1917-18 was very great and few students would expose themselves to that risk."

Army, Navy Officials Opened New School on War Time Basis; Students Built 75 mm. Cannon in Three Weeks

"The Army Signal Corps had an exact scale replica of a 250 flashlight cannon made and was used to teach navigation to seamen."

"For the Navy, a ship's bridge was taught to the soldiers, among them being aircraft repairing, maintenance of gasoline motors, making airplane propellers, wood shop, and blacksmithing."

"Numerous other things were taught to the soldiers, among them being aircraft repairing, maintenance of gasoline motors, making airplane propellers, wood shop, and blacksmithing."

"The masterpieces of our work was a 75 mm. cannon. This was built by Tech students and was completed in three weeks. It worked completely and was used to train over 1800 draft-dodgers in Camp Gordon."
To American Liberty,
We Pledge Allegiance

Last Monday morning when we started to school, it was not just another week composed of the "same old stuff." For us—the world—it was the beginning of a new chapter of our lives. It will be a long chapter, a chapter filled with struggle, sadness, and hardship. Thus, in order to keep this nation afloat, Americans everywhere have a duty to ourselves and all other people in the world to keep this country strong. We are proud of the fact that America is a free country, and we are proud to serve our country.

In these respects Tech was recently grieved to hear of the death of an alumnus, Dr. Brittain. This alumnus also, was Raymond E. Moore, intimate friend of his brother A. W. James, class of '45. Dr. Brittain's message had a very grave and somber effect upon all Teachers. That it injured Tech's pride to have been placed on probation by the Accrediting Council, with all we've got! It must be a great source of satisfaction to every student and professor of an eight pound boy that had just been dosed with the bid that was given. It has never been a serious charge to the campus. It has never been a serious charge to the campus. It has never been a serious charge to the campus. It has never been a serious charge to the campus.

Mr. Brittain must have felt that warm gratitude to God for his father, with all we've got! And the President of the United States has never been the policy of this column to become too serious or to in

Let's Go America!

The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power.

"A Technical School With a National Reputation"

The TECHNICIANS State of TECHNOLOGY offers to young men of ability and ambition a training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power.

Courses in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Textile, General, Ceramic, Chemical, Aeronautical, Architectural and Public Health Engineer-
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Ramblin' Wreckonings

By MAXWELL L. SHATZEN, JR.

Babies Bring Cigars

Do you smoke cigars? If Hm-m that's too bad. You see, your reporter was on the campus the other morning and Mr. Brown was passing out some very elegant specimens in celebration of an eight pound boy that had just been dosed with the bid that was given. It must have been a terrible or deal for Mr. Brown, judging from the fact that he had to go through the whole rigmarole with the bid that was given. It must have been an ex-

George Washington

In 1796 GEORGE WASHINGTON DONATED TO THE MOTHER COLLEGE $50,000 WORTH OF EMMETS RIVER CANAL STOCK, AS AN EMBLEM OF HIS INTEREST IN THE IDEALS AND DEEDS REPRESENTED BY THE INSTITUTION.

The gift still yields an income, and every student at W.G.L may be said to realize from George Washington's sum toward the support of the institution.
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The Gamma Tau chapter of Phi Gamma Delta will celebrate its fifteenth anniversary as a fraternity on the campus of Georgia Tech tonight, December 12, by honoring the "Fiji" alumni with a dinner-dance. The Phi Gamma Delta fraternity. The Phi Gamma Delta chapter house will be decorated in Christmas colors and lighted by soft purple lights, one of the colors of the fraternity. Phi Gam's Hold First Formal dance from ten 'til twelve in the ballroom of the Georgian Terrace Hotel. An intermission party for the "Fiji"s and their dates.

The Theta Chi's Hold Annual Christmas party in honor of under-privileged children.

Phi Gam's Hold First Formal dance at the Paradise Inn.

The local chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers will hold a dinner-dance for members and their dates tonight at the Paradise Room of the Henry Grady Hotel.

The Sigma Chi's were feted last night at the Biltmore Hotel Main Ballroom when it was Sigma Chi night.

Event at Home

The new pictures this week will surely provide our minds with relaxation from the world crisis. Go to the theatres and forget all about it.

OSCAR Award Winner

"The Night of Jan. 16th" is a mystery thriller starring Bob Preston and Ellen Drew. Preston inherits 3 million dollars and goes about trying to straighten things out in the company in which he holds stock.

"Thieves Fall Out," with Eddie Albert and Joan Leslie, starts Friday at the Capital. Their acting, with Jane Darwell to accent it, makes this a very interesting picture. Featured in the stage show are Barkey Rapp and the world famous Eton Boys. This bill of fare is well worth the price of admission and is a sure hit this week.

FRAT SOCIALS

The Phi Kappa Sigma Chapter at Georgia Tech tonight, December 12, by honoring the "Fiji" alumni with a dinner-dance.

PRESTONE and ZERONE

STEWART WINTER and HOT WATER HEATING

UNITED MOTOR SERVICE

Painting...Wrecks Rebuilt

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

GROGAN'S GARAGE

438 Edgewood - WA. 9961

ELNISTS

in the nation's defense effort

K — a type of carrier telephone circuit — is now being built into many miles of Long Distance cable lines to increase their capacity.

Engineers at Bell Telephone Laboratories developed this circuit which enables two pairs of wires in parallel cables to carry as many as twelve separate conversations at the same time.

K carrier is one of the ways we have found of adding a lot of telephone circuits to a busy circuit to meet defense communication needs. Such problems constantly challenge Bell System men with pioneering minds.
Jacket Basketball Team Will Accompany Gridmen Westward

Three of Jackets' Former Opponents Receive Bowl Bids

By DICK POWER

Once again the onion is filled with Bowl talk, and the racket raised by the tom-tom beaters of the various post-season classics can be heard from coast-to-coast. Never before have the four major Bowls offered such close-matched contests, and the competition amongst Californians, Louisians, Texans, and Floridians has reached a new height. Because of this fierce competitive spirit, the intensive regular season campaigns of the Bowls were able to land but one undefeated aggregation, the remaining seven sharing ten defeats between them.

Rose Bowl

The Poppas of those classics, formally known as The Pasadena Tournament of Roses, which annually packs 90,000 into its huge platter and offers a tempting $100,000 check to both clubs, latched onto the sole all-American, Duke, who does battle with the Coast representative, Oregon State. The Devil's record speaks for itself, and led by Mike Karmazin and Steve Lach they're rated the surest thing in any of the Bowls; however, don't sell the Beavers short.

Missouri vs. Fordham

Dow in 01' New Orleans the Mid- winter Sugar Bowl Festival committee came up with another class. A billing to challenge Pasadena's supremacy. This fast-growing Little Mardi Gras feast offers a salute to those defeated gridiron battalions in Missouri (remember?) and Fordham.

After the Dance

CROSBY
CARS FOR BUSINESS AND PLEASURE

Merry Christmas

ONLY

7

MORE

COLLEGE INN

SHOPPING DAYS

“A Price to Meet Your Budget"
Roller Hockey Squad Begins Practice Soon

Unofficial Tech Representative in Roller Hockey Expected to Field Powerful Team

Eagle and North Carolina may add needed color to this year's roller hockey picture. With eight champion stickmen of last year reporting, another whirling season is expected.

Last year, with only the defeat by the Central U. S. Champions to mar its record, the roller hockey team easily cleaned up all competition in the Southeast. The fast-stepping rinksters played games against all Atlanta teams and teams from Birmingham and Evansville, Ind., as well. The fourteen goals of their opponents were countered by forty of the Tech team's scores.

Nichols Captain

"Rat" Nichols again is full captain and as organizer is due much credit for the past three bang-up seasons. Some of the returning veterans include Jack Spitko, the sparkling scorer, and Al Ritter and Tony Zagarella, the two rip-rear defense men.

Other returning members of the squad are Paul Eggli, L. H. Harmon, and Felix Ruto, who were invaluable to the standout performances of last year's hockey games. Bert Read has been appointed temporary secretary and John Beron is temporary manager.

Positions Open

Captain Nichols wishes to announce an organizational meeting at the "Y" on Thursday, December 15, at 4:15. The team will have a stemmage at the Lakewood rink following Thursday.

Graduation has opened gaps that Captain Nichols hopes to fill by a talented squad. Inten- sions are wide open for those who wish to participate in this new sport.

The Hockey Club last year played games with Tech High and Boys' High and this year games will be scheduled with them again.

If games can be scheduled with Duke and North Carolina, who are two of the U. S. central champions, as well as Cincinnati teams will invade our home grounds.

Navy, Battalion II Lead Fencing Tilts

Tournament Will Conclude Matches Early Next Week

The Navy and Battalion II teams are running neck and neck in the annual fencing tournament sponsored by Full and Mask Society. Both of these two military organizations have captured two contests while dropping one and although not all the other teams have finished as many matches, it is fairly certain that their records will not be as impressive. During the first of the week the team tussles were completed with Fry, Withorn, and Wilson comprising the Battalion III squads; Jones, Smith, and Johnsen, for the Battalion IV team; and Price, Flanagan, and Wil- dham making up the 6th Military Unit.

McMurry Leading

So far as individual records are concerned it is a bit early to start singling out the stars; however Tom McMurry is ahead with 7 wins against no defeats. Other outstanding performers are Val Wadlehan with 6 wins and 1 loss, Helton Har- rington, Mulligan, and McGee, with 4 wins and 2 losses each, and Ed Price with 6 wins and no losses.

Matches Continue

The matches will be continuing all this week and into early next week, with a few days left over to clean up unfenced matches. All the contestants, as well as interested spectators, are urged to be present at as many of the contests as possible.

Smith of Minnesota

Football Man of '41

Bruce Smith, the modest hero and captain of the undefeated 1941 Gopher squad of Minnesota, last night received another honor to add to his already impressive list. Bruce, a native of Faribault, Minnesota, was chosen Football Man Of The Year by the board comprised of Tuss McLaughry, Dartmouth coach, Jim Crowley, mentor of the Fordham Rams, Ed Edward of Purdue, Frank Thomas of Alabama, Dutch Meyer of Texas Christian, and Clark Shaughnessy of Stanford.

Swimming —

(Continued from Page 4)

and possibly North Carolina and Duke. Variety meets add to the already impressive list. Bruce, a native of Faribault, Minnesota, was chosen Football Man Of The Year by the board comprised of Tuss McLaughry, Dartmouth coach, Jim Crowley, mentor of the Fordham Rams, Ed Edward of Purdue, Frank Thomas of Alabama, Dutch Meyer of Texas Christian, and Clark Shaughnessy of Stanford.

Merry Christmas to my friends at GEORGIA TECH

Put your ear in good hands for repairs that will make it run better and last longer.

RALPH CANNON AUTO SERVICE
212 SPRING ST., N. W.
Main 0711

Candidates Swamp Opening Practices Of the Rifle Team

Over One Hundred Men Report To Range for Start of Season

Over one hundred candidates for the rifle teams have been practicing nightly on Tech's new rifle range. According to Captain Arkoff, publicity director, the present emergency will probably cause even greater numbers of students to come out for the rifle team. The new rifle range is located in the basement of the new athletic building, and the facilities are much more adequate and satisfactory than those of the past.

Will Have Four Teams

Four teams of five men each will be selected from the numerous candidates. The varsity team is open to anyone in the school; the freshman team is naturally limited to the "rats"; there will also be teams made up of the members of the Army ROTC and Navy ROTC respectively. These students having the highest daily averages will be selected for the teams. At present, practice is held four afternoons a week, but after the holidays the candidates will be able to practice even more often.

Competition Keen

Competition for positions on the varsity rifle team is keen, as the varsity has scheduled trips to Ole Miss, Florida, and Duke. Numerous "poli- cal" matches have also been arranged and the scores are compared by mail.

Tech Players Are Guest of J.P.C.

Our Tech Flight Instructor

Technical Coaches

IT. A. W. BAYLISS, Flight Supervisor

WALTER GRACE HE. 1402

LEARN TO FLY AT SOUTHERN

Open Evenings, Sundays, Holidays VE. 8422

ROGERS, Inc.

Georgia Tech Fraternity
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W. L. GARR

Grocery Manager

692 WEST PEACHTREE

CALL HE. 9067

DON'T BE A DODDIE
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WEBSTER COMPANY
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65 IVY STREET

Jackson 2560

Jackson 4118

Occasioned college sport.

It is expected that Evanville, the U. S. central champions, as well as Cincinnati, Commercial High and Cincinnati teams will invade our home grounds.
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Over one hundred candidates for the rifle teams have been practicing nightly on Tech's new rifle range. According to Captain Arkoff, publicity director, the present emergency will probably cause even greater numbers of students to come out for the rifle team. The new rifle range is located in the basement of the new athletic building, and the facilities are much more adequate and satisfactory than those of the past.

Will Have Four Teams

Four teams of five men each will be selected from the numerous candidates. The varsity team is open to anyone in the school; the freshman team is naturally limited to the "rats"; there will also be teams made up of the members of the Army ROTC and Navy ROTC respectively. These students having the highest daily averages will be selected for the teams. At present, practice is held four afternoons a week, but after the holidays the candidates will be able to practice even more often.

Competition Keen

Competition for positions on the varsity rifle team is keen, as the varsity has scheduled trips to Ole Miss, Florida, and Duke. Numerous "poli- cal" matches have also been arranged and the scores are compared by mail.
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Tech Chapter Host To Alpha Chi Sigma Conclave Delegates

Steak Fry Held Last Friday Night at North Fulton Park

Alpha Omega Chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma met last week with delegates from Clemson College, the University of Tennessee, and the University of North Carolina, for the Third Annual Southern District Conclave. The business meetings of the conclave were held in the Tech Y.M.C.A. Approximately twenty-five out-of-town members of Alpha Chi Sigma were present.

A steak fry was held last Friday night at North Fulton Park with members and their dates attending. After the business sessions on Saturday, an initiation was held at which time four men were admitted to membership. They are Tom Hill, George Stirling, George Beaumaris, and K. Davis of the University of North Carolina. Following the initiation, a banquet was held in the ODK Banquet Hall, at which several of the national officers of Alpha Chi Sigma made brief speeches.

The Conclave closed with a farewell breakfast on Sunday morning.

Johnny Jump-Up

To Alpha Chi Sigma

Tech R.O.T.C. Junior Johnny Rogers, sick to death of quizzes and labs, decided he needed to meet the glamorous Carol Bruce, who was here last week on her personal appearance tour. So he wrapped himself up in cellophane and presented himself to the stage and screen starlet as a Christmas present.

Fluorescent Lighting System Installed In Tech's Library

The work on the new fluorescent lighting equipment in the library has been completed after two weeks of hard work. Eight of these lights were tested first in one of the upstairs rooms and were found to be so successful that this kind of light fixture was installed throughout the first floor.

A total of twenty lamps were bought at a cost of $260. There are eight of the rooms upstairs and four over the librarian's desk. The fixtures cost $260. There are eight of these fixtures and four over the librarian's desk. The electricians, who were requested to write to SWANK MAGAZINE, 247 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

Hey, Heading for Home? Send your luggage round-trip by train, lowest rates. We deliver right to your room. The railroads are now moving, you'll find us on the train.

Textile Fraternity To Induct Nine New Men Before Xmas

Pfi Phi will have the informal initiation of nine new members this week-end, the formal induction to take place after Christmas.

The nine new men to be installed are C. A. Cob, D. M. Edwards, L. A. Fieri, R. L. Gill, A. N. Kaplan, N. B. Murphy, J. E. Sands, and H. L. Wood.

The present officers of Pfi Phi are Jim Wright, President; E. M. Bassom, Vice-President; Stokes Bams, Secretary, and Sidney Gayle, Treasurer.

Pfi Phi is a national textile fraternity, whose aim is to bring the textile students closer to one another and to strengthen the position of the textile industry.

Only a certain per cent of the junior and senior textile students are elected into Pfi Phi.

Swank Magazine Wants Tech Man

A college representative for SWANK magazine, 247 Park Ave., here at Tech. His duties would be to collect photographs and information on campus styles in men's clothes. The publication will pay $5.00 for any item and photograph published. Any student interested in this position has been requested to write to SWANK MAGAZINE, 247 Park Ave, New York, N. Y.
Electrical Honorary To Initiate Twelve

Local Chapter of Eta Kappa Nu Installed Here Last May

Eta Kappa Nu, honorary electrical engineering fraternity, will have its fall initiation tomorrow night at 6:00 P.M. at the Y.M.C.A. building. Membership in the Tech chapter, Beta Mu, is offered to juniors and seniors taking electrical engineering who have a high scholastic standing and other qualities that indicate that they will be a success in their profession.

The chapter was installed last May 17, being the thirty-fifth chapter of the national organization. This chapter was installed last May 17, being the thirty-fifth chapter of the national organization.

The following juniors and seniors were elected to membership:


C.P.T. Program (Continued From Page 1)

record. The fatality ratio is 1 to 4000, which gives 1 death to each 8,750,000 miles of flying.

Applicants must be from 19 to 26 years of age, physically qualified, and have 35 credit hours of college credits as of the end of this term.

The chapter was installed last May 17, being the thirty-fifth chapter of the national organization.

The following juniors and seniors were elected to membership:

J. M. Miles of flying.

J. T.; Greer, L. P.; Roger, R. F.; Steyo, W. R.; Therpe, J. B.; Thompson, M. P.; Van Ness, J. E.; Walker, J. M.

Christmas Seals

Christmas seals of the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association are on sale at the A.P.O. Information Desk in the Administration building.

War Not to Hit ROTC—Collins

'Officers Will be Taken From Training Camps'

In a recent interview with Colonel R. W. Collins, head of the Georgia Tech R. O. T. C. unit this question was asked: "How will the war with Japan affect our R. O. T. C. units?" The answer came immediately. Colonel Collins said, "This war will not affect our unit one bit!"

Colonel Collins also explained that the present strength of graduating Second Lieutenants would be sufficient for both peace time and war time. He stated that in all probability, if any more officers are needed, they will be obtained from officers training camps.

In the last World War Georgia Tech was taken over by the army and partially converted into an army training center. This policy of army control continued until the summer of 1919.

The total number of men that have been enrolled in R. O. T. C. in the September of the years since 1919 is 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year, 13,103, an average of 1,191 a year. A total of 1,321 officers have been graduated from Tech, an average of 120 each year. This September there were 1,415 officers and men enrolled.

Business Woman

Ina Ray Hutton Says She 'Prefers to Lead Male Band'

Pretty, Feminine Band Leader Finds Working With Male Musicians Much Less Strenuous

Ina Ray Hutton says her life is too busy for romance, and that she would rather boss 14 men than obey one.

The blind orchestral bombshell who can also be 108 pounds of clinging femininity when she desires, says she hasn't married because the right guy just hasn't come along. Meanwhile she prefers to crack the whip over 14 stalwart male musicians.

Fired Girl Band

Getting back to the subject of girls—and orchestra—Ina Ray wrinkled her pretty nose and held forth. "The girl orchestra was a novelty, but the girls weren't top-flight musicians, and that's what I wanted most. I did all the work, arrangements and everything. I felt that all I needed was a broom. "Then one day I just got tired of it all and gave notices to the girls. I organized my present band of 14 men, and find my work in much less strenuous."

Shows No Instrument

Although Ina Ray does not play an instrument, she is intensely interested in music. Her favorite composer, besides Stravinsky, is Frederick Delius. She says she can listen to his "Walk Through Paradise Gardens" for hours at a time. She rehearse the band herself, and works at it like a Trojan.

Asked what factor contributes most to her continued position as foremost girl bandleader in the country, the blue-eyed bass leader answers: "My arrangements."

No Food Over 12 Hours Old

THE VARSITY

All glasses mechanically washed and sterilized
We make our own Ice Cream

CURB SERVICE
Bowl Games—

(Continued from Page 4)

And in this one we're likely to find another versatile defense vs. exceptional offense tilt; for Missouri, the spunky little outfit that was body-disappointed in her first shut out at those January 1st festivities; sends her highly mobile line, under the leadership of All-American Darold Jenkins, against Pittsburgh's great array of backs: Elmhenseen, Flippin, Charlie, Andreesco, Babula, and Noble (how'd this guy get in there?) to mention a few.

Orange Bowl

Expected to be the highest-scoring contest of them all, the Orange Bowl contracted Georgia and Texas Christian to do their stuff before some 30,000 in the Miami Stadium. We've seen and heard enough of this Sink & We & Co., so it needs no introduction. The horned Frogs invade their fourth Bowl with a perfect New Year's Day record. After two years of glory-famine T.G.U. rose to mighty heights this fall to slip one of the greatest teams in gridiron annals, Texas, her lone defeat and wound up second in the wild and wooly S.W.C. Wichita & Co., so it needs no introduction.

The contest, sponsored jointly by THE TECHNIQUE and Alpha Phi Omega, is held to provide Christmas baskets for the poor through the Fulton County Welfare Board.

The following are the men who have been entered in the U.M.C.O. contest:

Sharon Perry, Charles Choate; Betta Kappa, Bob Williams; Betta Theta Pi, Preston Berry; Kappa Sigma, Larry Barrow; Phi Epsilon Pi, Max Shallen, Pi Kappa Alpha, Dick Bowe; Sigma Chi, Roper Johnson; Sigma Nu, Ken Lewis.

Pi Delta Epsilon Chapter Admitted To National Group

Installation of the local chapter of Pi D.E. into the National Chapter took place several weeks ago at the home of Dr. Phil Narmore, faculty advisor for the club. The meeting was preceded by a steak supper, which was given in the side yard of Dr. Narmore's home. The installation services were presided over by Mr. Edward E. McDonald, grand exsecutive secretary, who came to Atlanta from Philadelphia especially for the installation services.

Officers and members that were initiated into the National Chapter are Bob Thompson, president; Bruce Masterton, vice-president; George Egger, treasurer; Bob Kempston, secretary; Beldt Belshoff, Polly Poole, John McDaniel, Max Shatzen, Charlie Jones, Jack Smith, and Walter Fonner. Pi D. E. is a journalistic society composed of thirty-six chapters, including the TECHNIQUE.

The contest, sponsored jointly by THE TECHNIQUE and Alpha Phi Omega, is held to provide Christmas baskets for the poor through the Fulton County Welfare Board.

The following are the men who have been entered in the U.M.C.O. contest:

Sharon Perry, Charles Choate; Betta Kappa, Bob Williams; Betta Theta Pi, Preston Berry; Kappa Sigma, Larry Barrow; Phi Epsilon Pi, Max Shallen, Pi Kappa Alpha, Dick Bowe; Sigma Chi, Roper Johnson; Sigma Nu, Ken Lewis.

Sigma Phi Epsilon, Charles Judd; Theta Chi, Curtis Root; Kappa Sigma, Dormitory, John Roberts, Orey Floyd, and Robert Moravec; Howell Dormitory, James Luck, Dave Keathley, Ed Council, Fox Vida, and Fred Epsieon; Tech-Y Dormitory, Cloudman Dormitory, Albert Thomas.

No Cramming Necessary!

For swell flavor and real chewing fun—the answer is delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum

Beautifully packed for Christmas.

Buy Chesterfields
For your family and friends
Beautifully packed for Christmas.